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ABSTRACT

Because the High Flux Isotope Reactor primary coolant system is typically all liquid, the

pressure falls very rapidly if a leak forms in the primary piping. This deprcssurization is the

predominate phenomenon in the consideration of the loss-of-coolant-accident analysis that has

been completed recently for the High Flux Isotope Reactor Safety Analysis Report Small

differences in the rate of depressurization can significantly affect the safety margin.

A RELAP5 thermal-hydraulic input model has been developed, but the capabilities of the

RELAPS code do not automatically take into account the effect on the system pressure of a

stretching or shrinkage in the pressure boundary. Because this change in the pressure boundary

is so important in an all-liquid system, a scheme has been developed to account for the effect

Implementation of the structural elasticity model involved using the control variable

capability of RELAP5. During simulated transients involving rapid pressure changes, mass is

added to or taken away from the primary system depending on whether the system is decreasing

or increasing in pressure. By doing so, a more realistic system response to transients involving

significant pressure changes is obtained.



The model has been used to perform various HFIR transient simulations including

loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs), loss of offsite power, and loss-of-secondary-cooling transients.

Results for a small break LOCA are presented with and without the elasticity model in place.

INTRODUCTION

The High Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) is a high-performance light-water research reactor

located in Oak Ridge, Tennessee. Safely studies have been completed recently in support of a

revised HFIR Safety Analysis Report These studies have required the development and use of

a detailed thermal-hydraulic model.

The HFIR does not have a conventional pressurizer such as that found in typical

light-water reactors. Rather, it uses a high-head, low-flow pressurizer pump to maintain the

primary coolant system pressure. The stiffness of the system, defined as the sensitivity of the

system pressure to changes in coolant mass inventory, is a crucial system parameter for transients

with rapid pressure changes (e.g., during the first second of a LOCA). The stiffness depends

significantly on both the compressibility of the water and the structural elasticity of the piping,

vessel, and other components that comprise the primary coolant system pressure boundary.

The tool used for simulating HFIR system transients is the RELAP51 thermal-hydraulic

computer program. Because this program accounts for only the water compressibility aspect of

the system stiffness, it was necessary to quantity and incorporate into the RELAP5 input model

a representation of the effect of stretching (or shrinking) in the system pressure boundary.



MATHEMATICAL FRAMEWORK

Pressure changes in the ail-liquid HFIR primary coolant system can be directly attributed

to one of three causes: changes in the coolant mass inventory of the system, pV; changes in the

total system volume, V (structural expansion or contraction); or changes in the temperature of

the water, 7". The relationship between the above effects can be expressed mathematically by

considering contributions to changes in the total system inventory for a system with uniform

temperature and pressure:

P (1)

(Kmass).L
dZ^yg)dT,lP^.yg)dP. (2)

Considering a finite change in mass A(pV) that results from corresponding changes in

temperature, AT, and pressure, AP then rearranging Eq. (2) gives

where

——AT - expansion or contraction of the primary system pressure boundary due

to the temperature change in the structural components,



•ry—p AP = expansion or contraction of the primary system pressure boundary due

to the pressure change in the water,

1 dp
--£- AT = density variation in the water due to the temperature change,
p ol

-^- &P = density variation in the water due to the pressure change.

QUANTIFICATION OF TERMS

Volume Changes Due to Temperature

The expansion or contraction of the pressure boundary due to temperature changes in

the piping and vessel can be approximated by considering the pressure boundary to be a set of

unconstrained pipes. The linear expansion in the length of metal, L, with constant thermal

expansion coefficient, A, is given by

dL m . , (4)
dT "

If the length of pipe, /, and the inner circumference of the pipe, C, behave according to

Eq. (4), then
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and dividing through by V - C2l/4n gives

Volume Changes Due to Pressure

The structural elasticity of any component is here defined as the quantity p T S • where

V is the fluid volume within that component, and P is the fluid (internal) pressure.

The structural expansion or contraction due to pressure change in the pipes can be

estimated assuming that the system consists of unconstrained pipes. The radial deflection of a

thin-walled cylinder pressurized from the inside is given by Roark and Young2 as

where P is the gage pressure in the pipe, r is the pipe radius, E is the modulus of elasticity, and

t is the wall thickness. The change in length, A/, is

A/ - - %f! , (8)

where /J is Poisson's ratio. The unstressed volume, Vm contained within a pipe is equal to ha2.



The volume V, contained within a pipe with internal gauge pressure, P, is,

V « n(l * A/)(r + Ar)2

(9)

So the sensitivity of contained volume with respect to pressure can be calculated as

dV
dP

Dividing by the unstressed volume and simplifying gives

K# OP Et[ Et r[ Et

But /V/£t < < 1 for typical steel pipes used in reactor systems, and V =» Vo, so

where d = 2r.

It is particularly important to accurately quantify the vessel elasticity because it contains

about 40% of the water in the system. Because the vessel shape (Fig. 1) is markedly different

from that of an unconstrained pipe, two axisymmetric ADINA1 calculations were run to calculate

the deformation (and fractional volume change) of the vessel as it is pressurized from atmospheric

pressure to 6.89 MPa (1000 psia). ADINA is a proprietary finite-element stress analysis code.

The first calculation was run assuming that the vessel was constrained only at the lower-

most point in the vertical direction. The exaggerated deformation and fractional volume change

with respect to pressure is shown in Fig. 2. This quantity was calculated by numerically evaluating



the volume contained within the vessel, based on the deformed geometry at each loading. For

the secoi d calculation, the part of the vessel in contact with the vessel supports was constrained

in both the vertical and horizontal directions. The results are shown in Fig. 3.

The calculated elasticity of the vessel is within 10% of the simple hoop stress estimate

of 1.3 x 10"4 /MPa (9.1 x 10"7 /psi). It is not intuitively clear whether the finite-element results

should give a larger or smaller value for the vessel elasticity than the unconstrained pipe

calculation. Although the additional radial constraints have been imposed with the finite-element

model, the lid also allows vertical elongation of the vessel, whereas the unconstrained pipe

estimate assumes shrinkage in the vertical direction.

If temperature effects arc assumed to be small (as will be shown), then Eq. (3) can be

reduced and used to calculate the overall structural elasticity as follows:

I ^ - _L A(P^ 1 * (13)

V dP~ pV AP " p dP '

Measurements of AP (pressure change) and A(pV) have been taken by Dixon4 and can

be substituted directly into Eq. (5). Figure 4 shows that the analytical result (1.1 x 1C4 /MPa)

is consistent with the Dixon plant data.

Density Changes Due to Temperature

The density dependence upon temperature and pressure is shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Using

the curve fit shown in Fig. 5, the sensitivity of density with respect to temperature at 311 K

(100°F) is about -0.367 kg/m3-K (-0.0132 lb-/ft
3-°F). So, using p = 995 kg/mJ (62.1 Ibjft3),



! f £ . - -3.7 x 10"4 /K (2.0 x 10"4 /°F) . (14)
p dT

Density Changes Due to Pressure

The compressibility of water is easily obtained fron Fig. 6. Here it can be seen that

dp/dP is about 0.436 kg/m3-MPa (1.89 x 104 lb-/ft
3-pM> over the range of pressure from

atmospheric to 6.89 MPa (1000 psi). Again using p = 995 kg/m3 (62.1

1% = 4.4 x 10"4 /MPa (3.0 x 10"6 /psia) . (15)
p dP

One way to characterize the stiffness of the system, is to calculate a spring constant, Kf

, based solely on fluid compressibility. Using the total volume in the RELAPS input model

[43.9 m3 (1551 ft3)], K, is

51.9 ^ (28.5 P?j) .
m5 gal'

dP

Combination of Terms

Sample calculations that were run with the RELAPS computer program indicate that the

total temperature change of the HFIR system during an adiabatic depressurization from 6.89 to

0.172 MPa (1000 to 25 psia) is about -0.17 K (-0.3oF). Assuming the primary coolant system,

initially at 6.89 MPa and 311 K (118°F), depressurizes to 0.172 MPa during which the adiabatic,

uniform temperature change is -0.17 K, the terms in Eq. (3) are given by Table 1.
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In the table, "fractional loss of inventory" during the dcprcssurizalion refers to the ratio

of the mass losi from the system to the total initial primary coolant inventory. Terms arc negative

if their effect is to increase the primary coolant inventory. This occurs with the reduction of the

system volume and the coolant density as temperature drops.

Table 1. Contributors to the change in primary system inventory during an adiabatic

depressurization.

Term

Volume Change Due to Temperature

Volume Change Due to Pressure

Density Change Due to Temperature

Density Change Due to Pressure

Fractional Loss of

Inventory

-8.64 x 10*

7.41 x 104

-6.27 x 10J

3.03 x 103

Percent of total

Fractional Loss

-0.23

+20.03

-1.69

+81.90

RELAPS accounts for the water compressibility and temperature change in its normal

solution process. The thermal expansion of the pipes due to an adiabatic depressurization (or

repressurization) is neglected. Furthermore, all dimensional changes caused by thermal changes

of the pipes are neglected for all transients. The structural elasticity of the system is significant

and must be accounted for in the model.



INCLUSION IN THE MODEL

No changes in the RELAP5 code were made. Instead, using the RELAP5 control

systems capability, a method for representing the structural stiffness was devised whereby mass

is added to or taken away from the system depending on whether the pressure is decreasing or

increasing. The rate at which mass should be added to or removed from the primary coolant

system to account for shrinkage or expansion of the pressure boundary can be calculated as

dPIdt x dV/dP, where dV/dP has already been quantified.

Because different places in the system experience different pressure changes, it is possible

that injecting (or ejecting) all this mass compensation at a single point, based upon the pressure

monitored at a single point, may not be sufficient to accurately represent the distributed pressure

boundary changes. Concentrating the injection of mass might also lead to some instability in the

model. It was found that using a time lag as small as 0.001 s on the response of the control

system allowed for stable solutions. Also, by simulating a rapid depressurization transient, it has

been shown that enabling the structural elasticity model does not affect the qualitative behavior

of the depressurization curve, but merely slows the rate of depressurization.

IMPACT ON LOCA RESULTS

A 0.051-m-diam break on the reactor vessel was simulated with and without the structural

elasticity model in place. The depressurization of the system (core inlet pressure) is shown in

Fig. 7. Because of the elasticity in the pressure boundary, the depressurization is slower with the

model invoked. The reactor scrams on low pressure for both cases at 0.297 s with the structural

elasticity model enabled, and 0.285 s without it. A delay for the response of the instrumentation
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exists between (he time that the sctpoint is exceeded and the time chat scram occurs. During this

delay, full power is maintained, but the system pressure falls rapidly. Because the rate of

dcprcssurizaiion is more rapid without the structural elasticity model invoked, the heat flux at the

core hot spot comes much closer to reaching the threshold for incipient boiling (IB) than when

the structural elasticity model is invoked (Fig. 8). Without the structural elasticity model, the hot

spot heat flux reaches 95.9% of the IB threshold, and with structural elasticity compensated, it

reaches only 85.7%. Either way, no boiling is predicted at the hot spot, and (he use of the

structural elasticity model does not affect the conclusion that the reactor will survive this

particular transient with no fuel damage.

CONCLUSION

During hypothesized accidents involving rapid depressurization of the HFTR primary

coolant system, the effects of structural elasticity in the pressure boundary significantly impact the

margin between the hot spot heat flux and the incipient boiling heat flux threshold. A scheme

has been developed that is easily implemented into the existing RELAP5 thermal hydraulic input

model. The analytically determined value for the overall structural elasticity is consistent with the

available plant data. By taking credit for the structural elasticity of the pressure boundary, a

considerable improvement in the safety margin is observed.
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Fig. 1. HFIR vessel cross section.
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Fig. 2. Results from first ADINA simulation constraining the vessel at the bottom end.
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Fig. 3. Results from second ADINA simulation constraining the vessel at the supports.
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Fig. 5. Water density as 3 function of temperature at a pressure of 3.3 MPa.
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Fig. 6. Water density as a function of pressure at a temperature of 311 K.
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Fig. 7. Core inlet pressure during a small break LOCA transient initiated at 10 s.
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Fig. 8. Safety margin for a small break LOCA simulation initiated at 10 s.


